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From her unique insider's perspective-as someone familiar with this world and the next-America's

leading psychic tells us what to expect and how to prepare. Religious wars, global terrorism,

genocide, ecological disaster: Today's world is a scary place. The Information Age has carried us

into the Age of Anxiety, where everyone is on edge, wondering what is coming next. What will

happen in 2012, when the Mayan calendar predicts the end of the world? What will the next fifty

years bring? The next 100 years? If the world really is going to end, what then? If anyone knows, it

is Sylvia Browne. A psychic since age three, when her powers were first revealed, she stays in

close touch with her spirit guide, enabling her to answer our most pressing questions about today,

tomorrow . . . and the end of days.
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My mom loves reading anything from Sylvia Browne. Though she doesn't believe in everything she

said. She's a fan still. one of her favorites by her.

Got for my mom a gift. She likes to escape reality by driving around in her car. This was easier than

reading with my autistic brothers severe behavior issues. She has little personal time and used to

read Sylvia books. This was perfect.



Well worth to listen .i check YouTube and I love it

great

Did not care for the narrator's tone and thought it was very drawn out and boring Do not waste your

money on this one

This is a 4-CD set. I have Not read or heard everything Sylvia has done, so it may be a repeat of

some I have not encountered. The first two CDs are deep and intense about various religions and

their beliefs about the end of our world. Very intellectual and hard for me to follow as I never studied

any religion, and just because I couldn't wrap my mind around it doesn't mean she doesn't deserve

credit for her knowing and communicating this information. The 3rd disc kicks in with more of the

Sylvia I know. She talks about cults and all sorts of things. Then she talks of all her predictions - I

listened to this in Jan of 2013 - and as far as I know - some of the things - like a 'cubical doctors

have for curing the common cold' has not happened when she said it would. I am a Sylvia Browne

fan - and even I have to say - there are a lot of claims here that are very profound and very hard for

me to believe - and mostly why I didn't give this a 5-Star rating. Still very insightful and as I was

saying - the first 2 discs are probably more for religious fanatics who already understand various

faiths and writings. I can tell - Sylvia put a lot of hard work into this 'book'(CD). I love her book 'Life

on the other side'.Scott M.

I ordered the Hardcover Book:"End of Days:Predictions and Prophecies About the End of the World"

and saw an Audio Book entitled,"End of Days:What You Need to Know Now About the End of the

World",and also ordered that one.When I received the order,I found that even though the Hardcover

Book and the Audio Book have different titles,they were the same book.This is just a HEADS UP to

other buyer's who may also think they are purchasing two different books. I agree with the other

review that 3/4 of the book is about an array of other prophet's and pyschic's predictions about the

End of the World,and only the last 1/4 of the book is Sylvia's personal input.

I enjoy reading Sylvia Browne's books. The beginning of this book was kind of a repeat from her

book Prophecy. Overall I enjoyed the last chapters of the book.
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